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A specific problem of sodium-cooled reactor plants is the

purity of the noble gas argon which is used to protect the

liquid alkali metal sodium in its systems in order to avoid

or reduce disagreeable reactions between sodium and gaseous

compounds like moisture or air and organic products like oil

and grease. But as this contact cannot completely be excluded,

we have to recycle such soiled cover gas. Simultaneous this

procedure has to correct the release of radioactivity. There-

fore the cover gas purification of primary systems of reactor

plants contains the removal of the inorganic chemical disposal

and of the nuclear waste.
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COVER GAS PURIFICATION IN THE GERMAN LMFBR-PROGRAMME

General Considerations on the German Cover Gas

Development

During the first decades of the German/DEBENE breeder

technology the cover gas purification of the KNK and

SNR-300-reactors was strongly stamped as well by the

loop character as by the sizes of the gas volumes

which protect the liquid coolant systems. In both

cases we had to look only for the conditioning of

relatively small primary gas systems. For this purification

two ways were known and succesfully operated, namely

the rinsing of cover gas by fresh argon in order to

remove all non-radioactive impurities and the reducing

of cover gas activities by the installed aerosol traps, decay

tanks, and charcoal delay beds.

In the frame of the SNR 2 design this purification

technology was modified. The known loop type reactor

changed to a pool type reactor called SNR 2. Instead of

the delay technique at nearly ambient temperatures

the low temperature adsorption was envisages mainly for

economical reasons.

Kind and Size of Cover Gas Impurities

The sources of the non-radioactive and radioactive cover

gas impurities are very different and independent on

the gas volumes, because the presence of trouble-making

substances is only related to unintentional events within

the gas systems. Thus the inactive cover gas inpurities

may be caused by moisture on the metallic surfaces,
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by air leakages during reactor operation and maintenance,

and by oil after a leak in the pump system. Except by the

nuclides Na-22 and Na-24 the cover gas activity is caused

by the release of the fission product Xe-133 from

failed fuel elements and by the activated product Ar-41.

More information about the cover gas quality and

impurity sources is given in the tables I and II (Fig. 1

and 2).

In the German reactors the determination of these impurities

in cover gas is done by the following two methods:

continuous measurement of non-radioactive gaseous

impurities by in-line gas chromatography

- discontinuous measurement of radioactive gaseous

impurities by y-spectrometry after sampling

As to that inpurity control by gas chromatography the

cover gas is pumped into the analyzing apparatus in

distances of few minutes, where species like hydrogen,

oxygen, nitrogen and methane will be analyzed. But for

moisture we like a special probe. This procedure has

the advantage, that the reactor operator gets a lot

of results from different positions by using only one

analyzer. Thus, it is possible to have a quick information

about unexpected penetration of impurities.
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3 Cover Gas Purification Techniques

Basis Techniques for Removal of Impurities

Because of their affinity to sodium the greatest part of

the oxygen, hydrogen and tritium impurities can easily

be removed via the primary sodium cold traps. Also

Jodine will mostly be retained in the sodium cold trap.

Sodium aerosols and sodium oxide can be held back in

aerosol traps, basing on sintered metal inserts or

packed beds of Pall rings. Nitrogen and methane as well

as a residue of other impurities will be removed by cover

gas sweeping or by freezing in the low temperature

adsorption technique. Active noble gases usually are

removed in charcoal beds. The cover gas cleaning normally

is a combination of different methods.

3.1 Purification Facilities

Cover Gas Purification of the KNK-II-Reactor at Karlsruhe

The combination of cold traps for oxygen, hydrogen, tri-

tium, and iodine, sintered metal aerosol traps, decay

tanks and charcoa delay beds at ambient temperatures so

far worked very successfully. Despite the transfer

from KNK I to the fast reactor KNK II with construction

work in the primary system the radiation exposure of

the operators was far below the accepted doses.
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The Purification of the Kalkar SNR-300 (Fig. 3 and 4)

As for KNK many impurities will be removed via the

primary sodium purification system by cold traps.

The cover gas continuously will be cleaned in a series

of 9 charcoal delay beds. Before fuel handling the

purification effect can be improved by an additional

parallel chain of 6 charcoal delay beds. Both chains

work at ambient temperatures. They are cooled by air.

The charcoal beds are designed for the retention of noble

gases. The delay time is 40 hours for Xe.

Moreover, the radioactive waste gas line, which amongst

others takes over the off-gas of the reactor cover gas

system, contains a group of storage tanks for decay

of mainly the Ar 41 acitivity, followed by an additional

series of 10 charcoal delay beds with a decay time of

50 days for Xe.

Each of the delay tanks in the whole system contains

220 kg charcoal.

The working pressure in the purification system is 1,5 bar,

in the waste gas line 6 bar. The purification flow is

15 std.m3/hr.

The Cover Gas Purification System for SNR 2 (Fig. 5)

For the SNR 2 a different technique will be applied.

Instead of the delay technique at ambient temperatures

the low temperature adsorption at about -180 °C is

foreseen. The reasons are
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Considerably smaller amounts of charcoal

- Lower space requirements in the expensive reactor

building region

Technique proved in the conventional and nuclear

industry

Two large decay tanks of 580 m3 each are available

(which are part of the sodium filling system in the

commissioning phase and operate as pressure buffer

for the reactor cover gas system).

The total amount of charcoal is roughly 140 1. The low

temperature will be provided by liquid nitrogen. The

cover gas will be cleaned continuously, the argon flow

is 20 std.m3/hr, the operating pressure 1,4 bar. It can be

increased to 50 std.m3/hr before fuel handling operation or

in case of an increased number of pin failures.

Experience with Sodium Vapour Traps

Though it is an unpleasant property of sodium aerosols

to deposit at places with a lower temperatur level, this

phenomena is used to remove sodium aerosols at selected

positions by specially developed vapour traps. Thereby

it is possible to reduce the content of vaporized sodium

metal carried by the cover gas through the pipes and tanks

of the different gas lines. These vapour traps must be

installed as near as possible to the sources of vapour

to minimize the potential plugging danger and to optimize

the required heating of all upstream gas lines.
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During KNK I operation from 1969 to 1974 in the

primary and secondary cover gas systems the so called

swirl chamber traps had been installed. This first

generation of sodium vapour traps were designed for

an argon flow rate between 0,25 and 1,0 std.m3/hr.

This type of traps was developed with the aims to

have a "self cleaning" and "maintenance free" component.

It consists only of a swirl chamber, a cooler, and a

small sodium dump tank below the chamber. This device

was operating with a cover gas outlet temperature of

100 °C and with an efficiency of precipitation of 99,1 %

up to 40.000 hours without heavy problems.

Whilst KNK I was converted into KNK II in 1974 all

swirl type vapour traps of the primary system were

replaced by a second generation type which consists of

a pressure vessel with a baffle plate supporting a

series of stainless steel filters (Fig. 6). The trap

itself is filled with Pall rings and operates with a

cover gas outlet temperature of 100 °C and an argon

flow rate of 2,5 std.m3/hr. Up to now these vapour

traps have been operating 90.000 hours with an

deposition efficiency of 99.99 %.

Meanwhile a third generation of sodium vapour traps

is present (Fig. 7). It is a combination between

a pressure vessel, a central suspension tube, a

variable number of filter discs, and a corresponding

number of metallic ring gaskets. Vapour traps of this

design have been built for flow capacities of

25 std.m3/hr with 60 filter discs. The operation of

these vapour traps is of course more influenced by gas

impurities than the other. Therefore the user has to look

for good conditions in the reactor gas systems.
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Radiological Considerations

The main design data given in Table III (Fig. 8)

are still in discussion.

The present preliminary basis is given as follows:

The design boundary values are proposed for calculations

of the short time flux of acitivities within the

plant, the shielding of the components, and radiological

incidents from the reactor cover gas system.

The lower defect rates are proposed for long time

radiation considerations, e. g. the calculation

of fission product inventories in the primary

sodium system, the radiation of materials, and the

maintenance and inservice inspection requirements.

Synopsis

The German cover gas purification distinguishes two methods

to get better qualities of the used argon. The first

procedure engages in the removal of non-radioactive products

which are caused by the extreme sodium affinity to other

components or elements and are carried with the cover

gas to colder parts of the plant. This task has to be

solved mainly during the comissioning phase and is executed

by sweeping with fresh argon. The second procedure engages

in the reduction of radioactive nuclides during KNK and

SNR-300 plant operation and is done by the use of sodium

vapour traps, decay tanks, and by charcoal delay beds working

at ambient temperatures. For the SNR 2 this arrangement

is modified and replaced by a low temperature adsorption.

Up to now our confidence in these cover gas purification

handlings are based on the positive experience.
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FIG. 1

TABLE I: COVER GAS QUALITY (FRESH ARGON)

SPECIES

ARGON

OXYGEN

HYDROGEN

NITROGEN

METHANE

MOISTURE

CONCENTRATION

99/99 %

< 2 5 VPM

<C 10 VPM

< 50 VPM

<ClO VPM

< 5 VPM

FIG. 2

TABLE II: GASEOUS IMPURITIES OF LMFBR PRIMARY COVER GAS

SPECIES (DECAY PERIOD)

HYDROGEN

OXYGEN

NITROGEN

MOISTURE

METHANE

ARGON-41 (1,83 H)

NEON-23 (38 s)

XENON-133 (127 H)

SOURCE

AIR. OIL/ DIFFUSION

AIR/ FRESH ARGON

AlR/ FRESH ARGON

AIR/ FRESH ARGON

OIL/ GREASE

REACTOR OPERATION

REACTOR OPERATION

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE
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FIG.
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FIG. 6

VAPOUR TRAP FOR LOW

FLOW CAPACITY

THERMOCOUPLE

PRESSURE VESSEL

BAFFLE PLATE

CANDLE FILTER

STEEL WIRE CLOTH

FIG. 7

VAPOUR TRAP FOR HIGH

FLOW CAPACITY

THERMOCOUPLE

CENTRAL SUSPENSION TUBE
PRESSURE VESSEL

FILTER DISC

METALLIC RING GASKET

LOCK SCREW
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I FIG. 8

TABLE III

RADIOACTIVE GAS DISPOSAL AND AIRBORNE RELEASE TO THE ENVIRONMENT FOR SNR-300 AND SNR-2

DEFECT RATE OF FUEL PINS

- GAS LEAKER
• DESIGN BOUNDARY
VALUES

• FOR LONG TIME
RADIATION CONSIDERA-
TIONS

- OPEN FAILURES
• DESIGN BOUNDARY
VALUES

. FOR LONG TIME
RADIATION CONSIDERA-
TIONS

COVER GAS PURIFICATION

OFF-GAS PURIFICATION

SYSTEM LEAKAGES

AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY
RELEASE TO THE ENVIRONMENT

RAD. ANNUAL EXPOSURE IN THE
ENVIRONMENT FROM AIRBORNE
RELEASE (LIMIT ACCORDING TO
THE GERMAN RULES FOR WHOLE
BODY 30 MREM/A)

SNR-300

325 PINS (1 %)

33 PINS (1/00)

30 PINS

1 PIN

- SODIUM AEROSOL TRAP

- CHARCOAL DELAY BED

- FLOW RATE 25 STD.MVHR

- REACTOR VESSEL COVER GAS
VOLUME W M3

- DECAY TANK AND DELAY BED
SYSTEM

- DELAY TIME: XE 50 D
KR 3,5 D

- OFF-GAS RATE < 3 STD.MVHR

< 1 STD.L/HR VIA SEAL GAS SYSTEM

- <2,6 • 10 1 5 BQ/A
= 70,000 Cl/A NOBLE GAS

- JODINE AND AEROSOL RELEASE
NEGLECTABLE

< 3 MREM WHOLE BODY

SNR-2

>

100 PINS (1/00)

10 PINS (0,1/00)

10 PIN FAILURE EVENTS
PER YEAR IN THE CORE

2 PIN FAILURES CONTINUOUSLY
IN THE CORE

- SODIUM AEROSOL TRAP

- LOW TEMPERATURES ADSORBER,
EFFICIENCY 2 • 10"^ FOR XE

- FLOW RATE 20 STD.MVHR

- COVER GAS VOLUME IN THE
REACTOR VESSEL 400 M3

(TOTAL COVER GAS VOLUME
1600 M3)

- NO PURIFICATION

- OFF-GAS RATE < 0,1 STD.MVHF

< 5 STD.L/HR VIA SEAL GAS SYSTEM

- <9,3 • lO14 BQ/A
s 25,000 Cl/A NOBLE GAS

- JODINE AND AEROSOL RELEASE
NEGLECTABLE

< 1 MREM WHOLE BODY
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